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Electricity & Facial Devices

ESTHETICS THEORY EXAMINATION CONTENT OUTLINE

The following outlines the scope of content covered by the NIC National Esthetics Theory Examination. The
percentages represent the percentage of items from each domain. The examination is comprised of 110 items, of
which 100 items are weighted and contribute to the candidate’s final score.

Domain I: SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS (55%)

● INFECTION CONTROL
● SAFETY PROCEDURES
● BLOOD EXPOSURE PROCEDURE
● 3 TYPES OF CLEANING: DECONTAMINATION, DISINFECTION, STERILIZATION
● STANDARD PRECAUTIONS
● SAFETY DATA SHEETS
● HISTOLOGY - CELLS + FUNCTIONS
● TISSUES (EPITHELIAL, CONNECTIVE, NERVE, MUSCULAR)
● ORGANS + FUNCTIONS
● SYSTEMS + FUNCTIONS
● CHEMISTRY
● LAYERS OF THE SKIN
● GLANDS - STRUCTURE + FUNCTION

○ SUDORIFEROUS GLANDS - SWEAT GLANDS
○ SEBACEOUS GLANDS - OIL GLANDS

● PROTECTION, TEMPERATURE REGULATION, ABSORPTION OF THE SKIN
● DISORDERS + DISEASES OF THE SKIN
● HAIR REMOVAL + HAIR CYCLE

○ ANAGEN, CATAGEN, TELOGEN STAGE
○ DEPILATION
○ EPILATION

● SKINCARE INGREDIENTS
● ACIDITY/ALKALINITY

○ PH OF THE SKIN - 4.8-5.5

Domain II: SKIN CARE AND SERVICES (45%)

1. CLIENT CONSULTATION



2. CLIENT PROTECTION (DRAPING, ETC.)
3. SKIN ANALYSIS/FITZPATRICK SKIN TYPES

a. FITZ 1-6
4. CONTRAINDICATIONS
5. TREATMENT PROTOCOL
6. CLEANSING PROCEDURES
7. STEAMING PROCEDURES
8. EXFOLIATION PROCEDURES - CHEMICAL/MECHANICAL
9. MASSAGE TECHNIQUES
10. EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES
11. FACIAL MASKS + TYPES
12. THE FACIAL SERVICE
13. ESTHETICS EQUIPMENT + ELECTRICITY
14. MAKEUP ARTISTRY

a. TINT
b. HUE
c. COMPLEMENTARY COLORS

15. BODY TREATMENTS
16. LASH AND BROW SERVICES

CHEMISTRY

1. What term refers to anything that occupies space; has physical and chemical
properties; and exists in a solid, liquid, or gas form? MATTER

2. __________ are substances that cannot be reduced to simpler substances. ELEMENTS
3. What is the basic unit of matter that cannot be divided into simpler substances by

ordinary chemical means? ATOM
4. When two or more atoms are joined together chemically, a(n) __________ is created.

MOLECULE
5. A __________ is a new substance formed by chemically combining two or more atoms

of different elements. COMPOUND
6. When a substance gains oxygen, the substance is __________. OXIDIZED
7. REDOX is a contraction for __________. OXIDATION-REDUCTION
8. A(n) __________ agent is a substance that adds hydrogen to a chemical compound or

subtracts oxygen from the compound. REDUCING
9. A __________ is a combination of substances that are held together by physical rather

than chemical ties. PHYSICAL MIXTURE
10. A(n) __________ is a preparation made by dissolving a solid, liquid, or gaseous

substance in another substance. SOLUTION
11. Because it has the ability to dissolve more substances than any other solvent,

__________ is known as the universal solvent. WATER
12. __________ liquids are liquids that mix easily. MISCIBLE
13. Nail polish containing glitter is an unstable physical mixture of undissolved particles

in a liquid, which is known as a(n) __________. SUSPENSION
14. A(n) __________ is a mixture of two or more substances that are united with the aid of

a binder. EMULSION
15. Substances that act as a bridge to allow oil and water to mix or emulsify are called

__________. SURFACTANTS
16. The tail of a surfactant molecule is __________, meaning oil loving. LIPOPHILIC
17. According to the __________ principle, it is the dose of a substance that determines

whether it will have a poisonous effect on the body. OVEREXPOSURE
18. The separating of a substance into ions is known as __________. IONIZATION
19. Only products that contain __________ can have a pH. WATER
20. Pure water with a pH of seven is considered to be __________. NEUTRAL
21. A product with a pH of 8.9 is considered to be __________. ALKALINE/BASIC



22. When acids and alkalis are mixed together in equal proportions, they __________ each
other. NEUTRALIZE

23. __________ include safety information about products compiled by the manufacturer
and required by law. SDS

24. Incompatible products are chemicals that __________. SHOULD NOT BE MIXED OR
STORED NEAR EACH OTHER

25. A __________ substance causes or is believed to cause cancer. CARCINOGENIC

REDUCTION - INTRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN & THE REDUCTION OF OXYGEN
(ANTIOXIDANT INFUSION)

OXIDATION - INTRODUCTION OF OXYGEN & THE REDUCTION OF HYDROGEN (FREE
RADICAL DAMAGE)

Redox Reaction **

Oxidation Reduction Reaction - Redox

Oxidation = The introduction of oxygen and the reduction of hydrogen

---->> Example: BPO introduced into the skin kills bacteria by delivering OXYGEN; It
delivers oxygen & REMOVES hydrogen!

Reduction = The introduction of hydrogen and the removal of oxygen

CHEMISTRY NOTES:

• atoms - are the basic unit of matter, with a nucleus at the center surrounded by
negatively charged electrons that move around the nucleus in orbits. The nucleus
consists of proton and neutrons, and it is the number of protons that determines the
element.

• electrons -  subatomic particles with a negative charge

• protons - subatomic particles with a positive charge

• neutrons - subatomic particles with no charge



Flowing Charges
Charge is a property of matter--just like mass, volume, or density. It is measurable. Just as
you can quantify how much mass something has, you can measure how much charge it has.
The key concept with charge is that it can come in two types: positive (+) or negative (-).

In order to move charge we need charge carriers, and that's where our knowledge of atomic
particles--specifically electrons and protons--comes in handy. Electrons always carry a
negative charge, while protons are always positively charged. Neutrons (true to their name)
are neutral, they have no c

Electrostatic Force
The amount of force acting on two charges depends on how far they are from each other. The
closer two charges get, the greater the force (either pushing together, or pulling away)
becomes.

Thanks to electrostatic force, electrons will push away other electrons and be attracted to
protons. This force is part of the "glue" that holds atoms together, but it's also the tool we
need to make electrons (and charges) flow!



Conductivity
Some elemental types of atoms are better than others at releasing their electrons. To get the
best possible electron flow we want to use atoms which don't hold very tightly to their
valence electrons. An element's conductivity measures how tightly bound an electron is to an
atom.

Elements with high conductivity, which have very mobile electrons, are called conductors.
These are the types of materials we want to use to make wires and other components which
aid in electron flow. Metals like copper, silver, and gold are usually our top choices for good
conductors.

Elements with low conductivity are called insulators. Insulators serve a very important
purpose: they prevent the flow of electrons. Popular insulators include glass, rubber, plastic,
and air.

Redox Reactions
Redox reactions are oxidation-reduction chemical reactions in which the reactants undergo a
change in their oxidation states. The term ‘redox’ is a short form of reduction-oxidation. All the
redox reactions can be broken down into two different processes – a reduction process and an
oxidation process.

The oxidation and reduction reactions always occur simultaneously in the redox reaction or
Oxidation-Reduction reaction. The substance getting reduced in a chemical reaction is known as
the oxidizing agent, while a substance that is getting oxidized is known as the reducing agent.

What are Redox Reactions?
A redox reaction can be defined as a chemical reaction in which electrons are transferred between
two reactants participating in it. This transfer of electrons can be identified by observing the
changes in the oxidation states of the reacting species.

An illustration detailing the electron transfer between two reactants in a redox reaction is provided
below.

In the illustration provided below, it can be observed that the reactant, an electron, was removed
from reactant A and this reactant is oxidized. Similarly, reactant B was handed an electron and was
therefore reduced.

The loss of electrons and the corresponding increase in the oxidation state of a given reactant is
called oxidation. The gain of electrons and the corresponding decrease in the oxidation state of a
reactant is called reduction.

https://byjus.com/chemistry/chemical-reactions/
https://byjus.com/chemistry/oxidation-and-reduction/


ELECTRICITY

1. An insulator or ___  is a substance that does not easily transmit electricity.
NONCONDUCTOR

2. What electrical term is abbreviated as AC? ALTERNATING CURRENT
3. What apparatus changes alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC)? RECTIFIER
4. The term used for measuring the strength of an electric current is ___. AMPERE
5. What unit of measure is equivalent to 1/1,000 of an ampere? MILLIAMPERE
6. The term used for measuring the resistance of an electric current is  ___. OHM
7. The term used for measuring how much electric energy is being used in one

second is ____. WATT
8. Which safety devices prevent the overheating of electric wires? FUSES AND CIRCUIT

BREAKERS
9. Which apparatus conducts electric current from an electrotherapy device to the

client’s skin? ELECTRODE
10. A positive electrode is called a(n) ___. ANODE
11. Commonly used modalities in beauty and wellness are Tesla high-frequency current,

microcurrent, and ___ current. GALVANIC
12. The process of introducing water-soluble products into the skin with the use of

electric current is known as ____. IONTOPHORESIS
13. All electrical appliances used in the salon, spa, or barbershop should be ___ certified.

UL
14. An extremely low level of electricity that mirrors the body’s natural electricity

impulses is known as ____. MICROCURRENT
15. Treatment by means of light rays is called light ____. THERAPY
16. The different types of currents used in facial and scalp treatments are called ___.

MODALITIES
17. The distance between two successive peaks of electromagnetic waves is called ___.

WAVELENGTH
18. Thirty-five percent of natural sunlight is made up of ___. VISIBLE LIGHT
19. Ultraviolet rays, also known as cold light, make up ___ percent of natural light. 5
20. The type of light blocked by the ozone layer is ___. UVC
21. UVB is often called the burning light because it is most associated with ___.

SUNBURNS
22. ___ are substances that speed up chemical reactions. CATALYSTS
23. A GFI protects from electrical shock by ___ a circuit when there is a leak.

INTERRUPTING
24. If you drop an electrical appliance in water, you should ___. NEVER USE IT AGAIN

KEY TERMINOLOGY FOR TESTING

Electric Current: Movement of electricity along a path called a conductor
Hertz: Rate of cycling or frequency
Conductor: Material that allows electricity to flow through it easily
Insulator: Material that does not allow the flow of electric current
Amp: Unit of electric strength
Volt: Unit of electric pressure
Ohm: Unit of electric resistance
Watt: Measure of how much electrical energy (power) is used per second
Kilowatt: 1,000 watt = 1 kilowatt

ESTHETICS EQUIPMENT FOCUS

GALVANIC MACHINE



Galvanic machines in esthetics penetrate  the skin surface utilizing an electrical current. The galvanic
treatment has two functions: the first, desincrustation promotes deep skin cleansing - and the second,
Iontophoresis facilitates cream, lotion, and solution penetration deep into the skin.

● Iontoderm (Desincrustation): This is a deep pore cleansing chemical process which turns
natural oils in the skin (sebum) into soap (saponification) for deep dermis cleansing. It is best
recommended to use with a conductive gel or an ultrasonic gel for best results.

● Iontophoresis: This function facilitates product penetration, a process based on the process at
the poles, like magnets. While using the galvanic current, there are two poles: positive and
negative. The positive pole hardens and firms skin tissue, soothes nerves, reduces redness, and
provides germicidal effects. The negative pole softens and relaxes skin tissue, stimulates skin
cells, increases blood supply, and also produces germicidal effects much like the positive pole.
Use with any conductive gel and facial serums for excellent results.

HIGH FREQUENCY MACHINE

High-frequency machines increase circulation to stimulate collagen, making the treatment an effective
anti-aging and glow-boosting tool. Each electrode has a designated use whether for fighting acne
(Argon) or stimulating anti-aging (Neon).

All high frequency facial machines function by using a glass high frequency electrode to treat various
contours of the face and body. When applied to the surface of the skin, a mild electrical current passes
through the neon or argon gas filled glass electrode, causing it to emit a subtle glow and buzzing noise.
Depending on the inert gas that they are filled with, the electrodes produce either a neon red/orange or
violet/blue light. Traditionally, acne prone skin conditions are treated with violet, while aging skin is
treated with red - however, studies show that both are effective regardless of the skincare concern.

During the high frequency treatment, enriched oxygen molecules are produced to create an
antibacterial action and a natural thermal tissue warming. This reaction helps blood vessels push away
toxins, while the cells in the skin are enriched with nutrients and hydrating volume. This, in turn, creates
an increase in blood circulation and cellular renewal that supports increased levels of collagen and
elastin. The skin is left feeling instantly energized and noticeably softer after just one treatment.

High frequency has proven to be effective on almost any skin lesions from acne and burns, to waxing
procedures and cold sores. High frequency facials are considered to be a safe, gentle, and therapeutic
approach to skin rejuvenation, quickly healing and restoring the health of the skin.

Microcurrent machines stimulate muscle groups in order to temporarily tighten, firm, and lift the skin.
The electrical current increases ATP (adenosine triphosphate) in the mitochondria of skin cells to produce
collagen for a more youthful appearance.



MICROCURRENT MACHINE

Microcurrent machines stimulate muscle groups in order to temporarily tighten, firm, and lift the skin.
The electrical current increases ATP (adenosine triphosphate) in the mitochondria of skin cells to produce
collagen for a more youthful appearance.

Microcurrent is also referred to as a natural, non-invasive facelift. Microcurrent is a safe and painless facial
treatment to assist in facial muscle stimulation and temporary tightening of these areas. It is a safe
add-on to any facial treatment - however, updated protocols are to use it as a one-time add on before
special occasions or events, and not in the progressive manner suggested years prior to. Microcurrent,
being temporary in nature, does not produce progressive results with a series of sessions, like other
esthetics modalities or equipment. Microcurrent is meant to provide instant gratification that may only

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY

1. Why should estheticians have a thorough understanding of anatomy and
physiology? because the human body functions as separate components

2. Cells are made up of a colorless, jellylike substance called __ in which food elements
such as protein, fats, carbohydrates, mineral salts, and water are present. protoplasm



3. The principal parts of the cell include the protoplasm, ___. organelles, nucleus, and
cell membrane

4. Found in the center of the cell, the ___ plays an important role in cell reproduction.
nucleus

5. Within the nucleus of the cell, there is a fluid that contains proteins and DNA called
the ___. nucleoplasm

6. The process by which cells reproduce by dividing into two identical cells called
daughter cells is known as ___. mitosis

7. Cells will continue to grow and thrive as long as conditions are favorable, such as
suitable temperatures, the ability to eliminate waste products, and an adequate
supply of ____. nutrients, oxygen, and water

8. The complex chemical process whereby body cells are nourished and supplied with
the energy needed to carry on their many activities is called ____. metabolism

9. Fat or ___ tissue gives smoothness and contour to the body. adipose
10. A collection of similar cells that perform a particular function is called a(n) ___. tissue
11. The protective covering on body surfaces, such as the skin; mucous membranes;

linings of the heart, digestive, and respiratory organs; and glands is ___ tissue.
epithelial

12. Tissue that carries messages to and from the brain and controls and coordinates all
body functions is known as ___ tissue. nerve

13. __ tissue supports, protects, and binds together other tissues of the body.
Connective

14. Collections of tissues that have an identifiable structure and that perform specific
functions are ___. organs

15. Groups of organs that cooperate for a common purpose, namely the welfare of the
entire body, are known as ___. systems

16. The integumentary system is made up of the ___ and its various accessory organs.
skin

17. The skeletal system is comprised of ___. bones
18. How would you describe the circulatory system? It controls the blood supply
19. The stomach and intestines are a part of the ___ system. digestive
20. The cranium is made up of how many bones? 8
21. What bone forms the forehead? frontal
22. The bones that form the sides and top of the cranium are called ___. parietal
23. The bones that form the sides of the head in the ear region are called ___. temporal
24. The bones of the upper jaw are called ___. maxillae
25. The largest and strongest bone of the face is the ___. mandible
26. The hindmost bone of the skull is the ___. occipital
27. The uppermost and largest bone of the arm is the ___. humerus



28. The three parts of a muscle are the ___. origin, insertion, belly



29. The muscle that enables you to close your eyes is the ___. orbicularis oculi
30. One of the muscles of the jaw used in chewing is the ___. masseter
31. The muscle that draws the eyebrow down and wrinkles the forehead vertically is the

___. corrugator
32. The broad muscle that extends from the chest and shoulder muscles to the side of

the chin and is responsible for lowering the lower jaw and lip is called ___. platysma
33. The muscle extending alongside the neck from the ear to the collarbone and rotates

the head from side to side and up and down, is called ___. sternocleidomastoid
34. The large, thick triangular-shaped muscle that covers the shoulder and lifts and

turns the arm outward is called the ___. deltoid
35. The muscles that produce the contour of the front and inner side of the upper arm,

lift the forearm, and flex the elbow are ___. biceps
36. The muscles that turn the hand outward and the palm upward are ____. supinators
37. The muscles that straighten the wrist, hand, and fingers to form a straight line are

called ___. Extensors
38. The muscles located at the base of each digit that separate the fingers are called ___.

abductor
39. The muscles that involve the bending or flexing of the wrist are ___. flexors
40. The muscle that assists in the swinging of the arms is called ___. pectoralis



41. Which part of the nervous system controls consciousness and mental activities?
central

42. Estheticians are primarily concerned with three cranial nerves. Which of the
following is not one of the three? Eighth | THE THREE CRANIAL NERVES YOU ARE
CONCERNED WITH ARE: FIFTH, SEVENTH & ELEVENTH

43. Which system carries oxygenated blood from the heart throughout the body and
back to the heart again? systemic

44. The blood is made up of ___. red and white blood cells, platelets, and plasma
45. Which system protects the body from disease? lymphatic
46. The most complex organ of the endocrine system that affects almost every

physiological process of the body is the ___ gland. pituitary
47. What secretes enzyme-producing cells responsible for digesting carbohydrates,

proteins, and fats? Pancreas
48. Which of the following are part of the female reproductive system? fallopian tubes
49. Which hormone is dominant in males? testosterone
50. What spongy tissue exchanges air for carbon dioxide? lungs
51. Which part of the breathing cycle absorbs oxygen into the blood? inhalation
52. The act of moving food along the digestive tract is called ___. peristalsis



53. Which system is responsible for eliminating waste from the body? excretory
54. How does the skin purify the body? It eliminates salt.
55. Which organ discharges bile and helps to break down digestive fat? liver
56. What is anatomy? the study of the structures of the human body
57. Which of the following is the study of the structure and composition of tissue?

histology
58. If you study the functions and activities performed by the body structures, you are

studying ___. Physiology
59. Which body system is comprised of the largest organ of the body? integumentary
60. Which body system forms the physical foundation of the body? skeletal
61. When performing treatments, you need to know about which system that controls

the muscle movements of the face? nervous
62. With which system can we pass on our genetics from one generation to the next?

reproductive
63. What is the study of the structure, function, and pathology of the nervous system?

neurology
64. Which subdivision of the nervous system controls the five senses? central
65. Which system has both sensory and motor nerves and carries messages to and from

the CNS? peripheral nervous system

66. Which system regulates muscles responsible for respiration and your heart beating?
autonomic nervous system

67. What is the largest and most complex mass of nerve tissue in the body? brain
68. What are the nerve endings on sensory nerves called? receptors
69. What is true about reflexes? They are automatic.
70. Which of the following would not be found in the fifth cranial nerve? buccal nerve
71. What is another name for the seventh cranial nerve? facial nerve
72. Where would you find the posterior auricular nerve? seventh cranial nerve
73. Where do the cervical nerves originate? spinal cord
74. Which nerve affects the little-finger side of the arm and the palm of the hand? ulnar
75. Which nerve can trigger a sudden drop in blood pressure? Vagus



76. Which blood vessels connect the smaller arteries to venules? capillaries
77. What is the largest artery in the body? Aorta
78. What do veins do? take waste material to the heart for cleaning
79. Which of the following is not true about the blood? carries away oxygen and waste

products to be eliminated through the lungs, skin, and kidneys
80. Platelets are used to ______. destroy disease-causing microorganisms
81. . What is the main source of blood supply to the head, face, and neck? carotid

arteries
82. As an esthetician, understanding facial vessel locations helps you avoid doing what

during a treatment? bruising
83. What does the liver do? secretes enzymes necessary for digestion
84. Why do we need a spleen? It fights infection and detoxifies the blood
85. Which of the following is not a function of the lymphatic system? carries fluid,

waste, and impurities toward the cells




